1. At the end of October 2009 invited guests arrived to Hotel Tulipan in Ustroń surrounded by Beskidy mountains.

2. Where BMW’2009 Conference on Researches, Materials and Properties joined with the Student’s Scientific Camp.

3. Last preparations (Dr Bogusław Zbrowicz).

4. After booking.

5. Dr Mirosław Bonek.

6. Dr Bogusław Zbrowicz.

7. And the arrival of Prof. Leszek A. Dobrzanski.

8. The Opening Ceremony.

9. In which delegates participated in great numbers, took place.

10. During the Conference a series of lectures and the seminars from subjects included in the curricula of studies were presented…

11. Such as general ones by Prof. Leszek A. Dobrzanski.

12. By Dr Bogusław Zbrowicz.

13. By Dr Wojciech Sitak.

14. Unusual lectures as the one of Prof. Daniel Wróbel.

15. And monothematic lectures concerning various issues of materials engineering and nanotechnology (by Dr Florian Brom).

16. By Dr Florian Brom.
17. PhD students presented scientific and research lectures: there Mr Wojciech Bork, MSc

18. Mr Łukasz Reimann, MSc

19. Ms Agnieszka Nowak, MSc

20. Moreover, meetings with the leaders of materials processing and nanotechnology industry and computer science and research companies took place

21. there the representatives of Polcom

22. and Labsoft

23. The conference was enriched by the Harp Concert “From Bach to Brodowski” by Ewa JaÊlar

24. listened by the delegates with a great attention,

25. the initiation ceremony for the first-year students...

26. ...carried out among others by: Dr Bogusław Zi´bowicz, Mr Henryk Poloczek...

27. ...Ms Marta Górniak, MSc and Ms Agnieszka Nowak, MSc

28. and the dinner in the Restaurant

29. “Shelter under Devil’s Hoof”

30. with a guitar concert (by Mr Henryk Poloczek and students)